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Ugly Love

Unearth your ugly  
I want your mangled and majestic to touch mine, touch me, 
scary and shredded.  
 
The delicate, rancid sweetmeat of the 
throwaway babies must mobilize.
 
Their disgust is our desire.  
 
The wound runs around and through us like an endearing orbit.  
The same, unsavory smudge
graces each of our flushed, plump cheeks,  
the delirious, bastard children of the kingdom.  
 
I need your worst to find my best our dark heart 
on my tongue, wrought with wrong turns  
and rage melts into me,  
sweetens my sour
and cools the venom 
in my veins.  
 
We walk the plank in unison  
in eager lock-step,  
rusty spokes on the same worn wheel.
We are artist and muse,  
performer and audience,   
sideshow and concerto, 
 freedom and bondage.  
 
Never forget that we were once 
a family of monsters,  
ogres wandering and worshipping 
in the same forest.  
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Let the scar on your heart remain exposed 
so that I may always find you 
as we swim our separate ways  
in the cruel and cloudy beyond.  
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Recovery

We, and when I say we, 
I mean you and me
the us that is timeless and round, dense and endless like our desire, 
like my love, 
like mama moans 
heavy, present, unmoved. 
 
We are not meant for full recovery.  
Recovery takes us back to the beginning, 
the scene of the shame. 
 
And we never want to go back. 
 
We could reverse every step in its exactitude, 
its perfect, flaming treachery —
we could board a time machine made of titanium intentions, 
or wave a wand of blessed bone, beaded by Time’s mama, 
and we’d still find our way back to burdened. 
 
The story would remain — breathing,  
waiting, whirling. 
 
Our footprints were cast in this stone long ago. Our spirits 
sense stable, and we scatter every time. Drawn to illusions, 
seduced by assumptions neither confirmed or denied, we run 
from our shadows rather than simply turn on the lights. 
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Stakes Are High

Stakes are high
can’t win so we don’t try.
We just float ‘til we fly.  
  
We mock the pain and drink the drink,  
we sip and swallow,  fused and linked.  
  
Ill-equipped  
to live life as one,
we only roll deep  
we glide never run  
  
silos of cool  
disjointed by pain
lured by the familiar different blood, same vein.  
  
Dying on purpose,  
fading by choice,
high steppin’ to nowhere choking for a voice.  
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Pathological Lies in the Land of Reconciliation,  
aka Standing Your Ground

I shattered myself into a thousand pieces to be whole for you.  
Ground my heartbeat down to a whisper to serve you.  
Hoped for your revelation, your respect.  
But it’s all nothing more than the stale sugar at the bottom of bowl. 
An afterthought, the inadequate, enduring lie. 
 
So like any self-respecting shrew, 
I changed.  
Flipped and twisted and justified 
myself to you.
You selected the 
cuts of my meat 
that pleased your palette,
blessed your bliss, your conditional love a mouthful 
of  curdled milk from a  gilded decanter. 
 
I despise your methods. I avoid you like a wasp but 
chase you just the same with my big ole 
can of bug spray.  
 
You never remember my name 
but I know your whole story. 
 
I could finger you in a line up, 
blindfolded in a closet
full of black clothes. 
I could draw you 
without pen or paper, 
sculpt you perfectly 
from wood or clay. 
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I can recite your history 
from inception to evolution 
in perfect chronological order, 
cuz you’ve tested me on it 
since birth and before. 

I know your narrative, 
and your version of mine. 
 
You wonder and gawk, 
til your yellow belly turns red, and I can’t pretend no more. But 
you don’t flinch at my bleeding, dying eyes — for it’s all justified. 
Pluck me like a weed, 
toss me down like fertilizer for the crops. 
We pick and we weigh,  we pick and weigh. 
Pick and weigh,  
compete for thankless favor and die for your everything. 
 
Baby flesh flies apart in jagged pieces, submitting to the 
will of hungry bullets and the jest of happenstance.  

But this is the special tax I pay, my penance to walk half bent through 
your world. I’m the broke down baby doll at the bottom of the box,
the big lipped villain 
grazing uninvited 
on the way to wherever. 
 
You will me away, 
my threat is your favorite way to fake foul. 
 
No way to win
but that ain’t the point 
what’s the point, the purpose 
the end game, the skin game,
the heavy weight of skin shame. 
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All we do is overcome,
duck and dodge,
your personal jigaboo bobblehead. 
You bed and dread me, make us babies and  gun 
them down once their hair kinks up. 
 
Our living ain’t allowed. 
It reaches unacceptable volumes, takes root in corners that kill 
the sulfuric sweetness of my mama’s mama’s  grandaddy and 
uncle,  nephew and neighbor, lover and son, my beautiful brown 
baby boy condemned to death guilty of living going outside. 
 
We collect our endurance in hoodies and knapsacks 
our blood tariff  drips from your crystal cups. 
 
Fear your savage self through this tenuous trial. 
Fear yourself as I fear you. 
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Reparations

Who is served by these broken hearts? 
I am bewildered and lost to the lesson. I yearn for the tipping 
point, the change in the mean season — when sorrow submits 
to joy, when all the blood’s run down the drain tilled soil satiated 
with gold mined from the ruins. Sassy ladies rocking slowly on 
sleepy porches not rocking their dying babies into the next life. 
 
And my broad, unbreakable brothas mobilize to command and 
demand the debt be paid, erasing the bullseye from our backs 
annihilating the rancid plague of the prison 
pipeline from our dying family trees. 
 
Cuz contrary to popular, clueless-ass belief, 
we don’t need pain to sustain hope. 
 
So we wait. 
We wait and we will the scripture to manifest and we go on,
and on and on and on …
 
Furrowed, cocoa brows strain, almond eyes squint to spot mercy on 
the horizon our brains burn to settle a score of time honored terror. 
 
Of choking on safe silence. 
Of living as collateral damage. 
Of walkin’.  Leanin’. 
Struttin’ and steady mobbin’. 
 
But still cloaked in darkness. 
 
Our living death is a museum visited by vultures, savvy 
scavengers in crisp shirts and suit jackets, armed with illusion 
of self-love and success. We raise up to be knocked down 
again and again, and even still and 
by and by and 
once more and 
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over and under 
and beyond the scope of  
 
we shall overcome 
 
and one sweet day and the promise land we 
would no longer even recognize. 
 
Past swing low, sweet chariot and wadin’ 
in the muddy, tainted water—
You know we don’t really like to swim 
anyway. Past beating the odds, and  
that after school special, 
black history month, 
inspiring resilience that’s come 
to be expected of us 
on to realization on to our humanity addressed in deed.  
 
In economy and industry in our carriage and expectation, 
unborn babies restin’ easy in mama’s wombs, developing in assurance.   
not simply waiting, 
listening for the call 
to enlist as another lost foot soldier in the emancipation simulation. 
 
Let me be clear: 
 
a little less than everything is less than nothing. 

We want real life lived. 

No longer loving with a limp. 

All our kin settled in 
the place where we be mended. 

The root restored for
the people of the muddy sun.
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Leftovers (for Cathy)

I am sick of leftovers. 
Scraps to soufflé is a skill to boast but I have better things to do. 
 
I’d like a special dish 
of my own making, 
the first helping 
of a treat that’s founded on the principle of me, and all of mine. 
 
Custom made for my palette carved from my 
grandmother’s menu of extraordinary comfort. 
 
Candied, glazed, 
brined beautiful. 
 
I want to be the middle of the motive, 
the rationale for the response. 
 
We are afterthoughts, 
slight abbreviations of life, marginal notations. 
 
The dessert tray passes 
our round, ripe mouths, 
feeding straight, fat flats of plenty
rendering me unnecessary 
to the recipe.  


